OUR VISION
To be a highly effective and well-supported champion of the environment.
OUR MISSION
To implement high impact environmental and conservation projects
which promote public participation in caring for the Earth.

WESSA EDEN Newsletter October 2014
Dear Friends of the Environment,
Your Committe works tirelessly for you...
We were so pleased that summer had arrived last
Monday that sat out in the Botanical Garden for our
monthly meeting.... but then the Berg wind picked up!
From L: Christine, Roz, Lorraine, Llewelyn, Monica, Colin,
Aneri and Annemarie.
In case you missed these PAST EVENTS...

BICENTENARY COMMEMORATION
William John Burchell
George, 19 September 2014

William John Burchell, British explorer and naturalist, travelled by ox-wagon through the Cape Colony
during the period 1810 to 1815. During this time he identified, catalogued and described numerous
specimens of South African fauna and flora. By the time he departed for England in 1815 he had collected
over 60,000 specimens, which are today held in the British Museum, Kew Gardens, London and at the
Oxford University. He spent the rest of his life cataloguing these specimens.
In 1814, during September and October, he camped at the foot of George Peak, a prominent landmark in
the Outeniqua Mountain range, not far from the Garden Route Botanical Gardens.

Four local historical and heritage societies of the Southern Cape ( Knysna Historical Society, Outeniqua
Historical Society, Stigting Simon van der Stel & George Heritage Trust) hosted a very special event to
celebrate the bicentenary of Burchell’s visit.
Dr Stanley Caveney & Dr Roger Stewart, both authorities after many years of enthusiastic research, gave
fascinating talks on the life and works of Burchell.

A memorial, sculptured by Francois de Wet was
unveiled in the Garden Route Botanical Garden
to commemorate his visit 200 years ago.
This celebration has inspired us to organise
2 events early in 2015 – tracing Burchell's
footsteps on foot and also by vehicle. Kato
Mayer, Burchell fundi, will lead these tours.
Watch out for more details in future Newsletters whereby both will take place on a Saturday. But if you
are interested already – drop me an e-mail.

Saturday 20 September was International Coastal Cleanup Day
and WESSA Eden joined hands with several organisations in Groot Brak
just a week before the river mouth was due to be breached.
The Coastal Clean up on Saturday 20th September 2014 could not have
taken place on a more beautiful day. With the coming together of 60
people, young and old from:Groot Brak River Conservancy, Midbrak Ratepayers Association &
Conservancy, The Island Home Owners Association, Gouriqua House
Khoi Family, Groot Brak River Academy boys and girls, NMMU
students Nature Conservation and Forestry, Pacaltsdorp High Green
Knights Environmental group, Landmark Foundation, WESSA
Southern Cape and WESSA Eden
the stage was set for a successful co-operation which will hopefully
continue.
The volunteers teamed up into small groups and armed with plastic
bags, gloves and check lists set off along the beach and over the dunes
to scavenge for refuse. There was friendly competition, but everyone
was well rewarded!
The skip provided by the Municipality was nearly filled and the report
cards were collected to have the data collated into a National and
International report.
One of the purposes of the event is to establish what is found in a
particular area in the greatest quantities so that steps may be taken
locally to reduce this particular type of refuse.
Thanks go to: Vernon Gibbs-Halls, Biodiversity and Coastal
Management - Environmental Management Eden District
Municipality - Management Services & Warren Manuel, Mossel Bay
Municipality Environmental Officer for supporting the event.
And to John Kieser, Sustainability Manager, Plastics SA
(www.plasticsinfo.co.za | www.cleanup-SA.co.za | www.recyclingdaySA.co.za). Plastics SA provided refuse bags & data collection cards to
report back to the Ocean Conservancy group as a part of their
international clean-up program. They also sponsored
drinking water and fruit to refresh and energise the
participants.
Ocean litter is a serious pollution problem that affects
the health of people, wildlife and local economies.
Join the world’s largest volunteer effort for our ocean
and waterways by participating in the International
Coastal Cleanup.
http://www.cleanup-sa.co.za/home.htm
Although this collection can only be regarded as a drop in the ocean, every journey begins with 1 step...

WESSA Press Release: 7 October 2014

Unprecedented WESSA Blue Flag results
a triumph for coastal conservation during National Marine Week
WESSA (the Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa) has announced a record 82 Blue Flag
sites for South Africa at the national launch of this year’s Blue Flag season held at Thesen Islands Marina
in Knysna on the Garden Route today. The 2014-2015 South African Blue Flag season opens officially on
1 November.
Blue Flag is the prestigious, voluntary eco-label for beaches, marinas and boats that is recognised as a
trusted symbol of quality and regarded by the World Tourism Organisation as the most well-known ecolabel globally.
The decisions of the 2014 International Blue Flag Jury were announced at the launch event and were
preceded by a rigorous multi-stage approval process involving both local and international assessments.
The 82 Blue Flag sites in South Africa this year consist of 45 beaches, 6 marinas and 6 whale-watching,
commercial or private boats that have been award Full Status; in addition to 25 sites that have been
awarded Pilot Status, which is an important developmental stage acting as an incubation period for
potential Blue Flag sites.
The launch was event hosted by the Knysna Municipality and attended by Minister of Tourism, Derek
Hanekom, Knysna Municipality executive mayor Georlene Wolmarans, WESSA CEO Dr Thommie
Burger and WESSA National Coastal Programme Manager Ted Knott. The attendance of the Minister of
Tourism at the event is confirmation of government’s strong support for the Programme. Speaking at the
launch event Minister Hanekom said that investing in the environment has significant economic benefits.
He emphasised how important the WESSA Blue Flag Programme is for coastal and marine conservation
and in turn for tourism, adding that tourism is a very important sector of our economy as it is responsible
for creating 1.4 million jobs in South Africa. This is more than the total number of jobs in the mining
sector. He went on to say that recognising this point is important given that we are facing big challenges
with unemployment, and that every bit of investment and enhancement that brings more tourism to our
country makes a substantial contribution towards economic growth and towards job creation.
On World Oceans Day in June this year WESSA announced that an unprecedented number of Blue Flag
applications had been received, and rather appropriately, the announcement of the record number of Full
Status Blue Flag sites has now followed during National Marine Week.
Ted Knott, WESSA’s National Coastal Programme Manager says: “We have done well to get this far. As a
country we marked 20 years as a democracy this year, so it is fitting that as a nation that loves our coast
we can also celebrate over 50 Blue Flag sites.”
WESSA's Blue Flag Programme continues to grow significantly with a major contributing factor being the
ongoing commitment from local governments which has resulted in several new municipalities joining the
Programme – these are Umdoni (Pennnington Beach) and KwaDukuza (Blythedale Beach) in KZN and
Ngqushwa (Hamburg Beach) in the Eastern Cape. Every coastal municipality in KZN is now involved in
WESSA’s Blue Flag Programme, with Full or Pilot Status sites, while the Western Cape’s Hessequa
Municipality is the first municipality in South Africa to have all of its beaches feature on the Blue Flag
programme.
The entry of the Umdoni and KwaDukuza municipalities onto the Programme was facilitated by the Blue
Fund, which is a partnership of Grindrod Financial Services and Wildlands Conservation Trust. The Blue
Fund focuses on the sustainable development of coastal communities and the conservation of coastal
marine ecosystems.
Newcomers to the Programme in the Western Cape are Plettenberg Bay’s Lookout Beach and the Gordon’s
Bay Harbour Island Marina, while a new whale-watching boat on the Programme is the “Ocean Odyssey”
with its home port in Knysna.

Blue Flag stalwart Humewood Beach in Port Elizabeth, the oldest Blue Flag beach in South Africa, is still
on the Programme along with fellow longstanding Blue Flag site, Muizenberg beach in Cape Town.
Blue Flag status has been awarded to many sites in South Africa that are either in or near conservation
areas, and WESSA is proud to have several Blue Flag beaches in national parks. Wilderness Beach and
Nature’s Valley Beach are situated within the Garden Route National Park, and Boknes Beach is in Addo
Elephant National Park. The SANParks staff at the Garden Route National Park has worked closely with
WESSA, Eden District and local municipalities to achieve Full Status for Wilderness and Brenton-on-Sea
beaches year on year.
Knysna Municipality, which was the host of this year’s launch event, is also the site of last year’s Kiani
Satu shipwreck and oil spill. This spill had the potential to disastrously affect the local coastline –which
includes Buffalo Bay, Brenton-on-Sea Beach and Thesen Islands Marina Blue Flag sites - but this was
fortunately averted thanks to the quick and efficient emergency response. As a result there has been no
change to these sites’ Blue Flag status.
Later this week WESSA will be running the very first workshop for companies operating Blue Flag Nature
Viewing Boats, which will be hosted by Ocean Blue Adventures who have two whale-watching boats on
the Programme. The workshop aims to align the boats currently on the Programme with international
trends in ecotourism boat operations, to expand the category to include penguin, seal, bird and shark
viewing boats, and to help improve the international standards of Blue Flag Nature Viewing Boats. These
new international standards will then be piloted by WESSA Blue Flag in South Africa.
This is the second WESSA Blue Flag workshop held over the past year in an ongoing effort to improve the
standards of Blue Flag sites and support the various stakeholders. A Blue Flag workshop was hosted by the
City of Cape Town in March this year to improve the standards of environmental education on Blue Flag
sites throughout the country.
The success of WESSA’s Blue Flag programme would not be possible without the support of coastal
municipalities and conservation parastatals. WESSA is grateful to the Department of Environmental
Affair’s “Working for the Coast” Programme that contributes to the successful operation and upgrade of
many Blue Flag Beaches. The assistance of the Ford Wildlife Foundation, who make a vehicle available
for WESSA’s coastal conservation work, is also greatly appreciated.
The Blue Flag Programme has been running internationally for 28 years this year and has been
implemented in South Africa through WESSA since 2001. The Programme is focused on the conservation
of our marine and coastal habitats, and is designed to raise environmental education and awareness, and
increase sound environmental practices among tourists, local populations and beach management. To
achieve Blue Flag status, as many as 33 different criteria spanning over four aspects of coastal
management have to be met: water quality, environmental education and information, environmental
management (including access to sensitive areas) and safety and services. Each Blue Flag site is compelled
to conduct several environmental education activities during the year, and to practise effective and
efficient conservation management.
For further information about the Blue Flag Programme please visit www.blueflag.org.za
View the 2014-15 International Blue Flag Jury results for South Africa
For more information contact:
Ted Knott, WESSA National Coastal Programme Manager
Cell 082 337 1273
Tel 033 330 3931 ext 2117

Email ted@wessa.co.za
WESSA (the Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa) is a South African environmental
organisation with a mission to implement high impact environmental and conservation projects
which promote public participation in caring for the Earth. With a remarkable history of almost
90 years, WESSA has a strong track record of delivering human capacity development projects by
working in strategic partnerships, thus enabling people to make more sustainable lifestyle and
environmental management choices. Critical focus areas include life-supporting eco-systems such
as water, energy and biodiversity. For more information visit www.wessa.org.za

WESSA proudly presents
WESSA Eden Enviro slot on EDEN fm Thursdays 07h40 on 9th OCTOBER
ENVIRONMENTAL CALENDAR:
4 October WORLD ARCHITECTURE DAY - This day brings awareness to Architects to move towards
greener, sustainable and more energy efficient buildings. Architects need to take the land shape and
contours into account in order to work with water more efficiently.
7-13 October is WEED BUSTER WEEK - This week aims to create awareness and increase public
understanding of the negative impact of invasive plant species and weeds.
It highlights the connection between gardening, farming, and grazing habits and potential land
degradation. Plant indigenous trees, plants in your garden. Water is a scarce commodity that cannot be
wasted on watering exotic plants.
NEWS-NEWS-NEWS
Kruger park wants to build 420 room hotel- it has already been slammed and developers are trying again
under new name
BLUE FLAG LAUNCH IN KNYSNA GUEST SPEAKER: MELISSA MACKAY - Cape EA Prac - Environmental Management Practitioners also heads
SOUTH CAPE WEEDS FORUM
Will talk to us about Weed buster Week

WESSA Eden Enviro slot on EDEN fm Thursdays 07h40 on 16th OCTOBER
ENVIRONMENTAL CALENDAR
14-20 OCTOBER: NATIONAL MARINE WEEK
The aim of NMW is to create awareness of the marine and coastal environment and the benefits that our
coasts and oceans and their resources provide us with.
Think of all the prawns we love to eat and sushi and snoek braais...well if we don't look after the ocean
we will soon be eating all the plastic we throw away!!
15 OCTOBER - GLOBAL HANDWASHING DAY!!
Let’s be clean and wash our hands...many infections, bacteria are transmitted through dirty hands.
UNICEF estimates that diarrhoea kills 1.1 million people a year!
16 OCTOBER- WORLD FOOD DAY!!!
This one is a big event and we will have a guest speaker next week Thursday 23rd October to discuss the
importance of Food!
KOS EN FYNBOS UPDATE:
GUEST SPEAKER: KIRSTY HOFHUIS -From INTERWASTE to continue our discussion regarding re-cycling
and Blue Bags in George!!

WESSA Eden Enviro slot on EDEN fm Thursday 07h40 on 23rd OCTOBER
ENVIRONMENTAL CALENDAR:
OCTOBER 17TH - INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE ERADICATION OF POVERTY
Food gardens is a step in the right direction for eradication of poverty. This should be National Policy and
a strategic plan should be outlined to initiate and promote food gardens. Government issues food parcels
which are not sustainable and once the food is eaten there is hunger again.
NEWS - NEWS -NEWS - Here we’ll take a look at what is news on the local and global front for the week.
KOS EN FYNBOS - competition closes and hope gardens are looking stupendous. Judging starts as follows:
Touwsranten on the 15-16 November.

Blanco judging 22-23 November
Pacaltsdorp judging 21-22 November
We are still looking for prizes for winners!!!!!! Any sponsors for garden related prizes??????
GUEST SPEAKER: Dr Zilla North - a doctor with a story to tell about food and health
Thanks to Monica Vaccaro for keeping this project going and to Christo Gawie and the team at EDEN fm
for their interest and support

Saturday 25 October - “Living off the grid”
WESSA Field Trip to explore Alternative Energy Sources.
With the recent announcement that Eskom will hike the price of electricity by
12% next year, many of us are keen to switch to alternative energy resources.
Deon van Wyk writes: “Everybody needs electrical power to power anything
that you want to accomplish. Either you buy from the Eskom or you have to
generate it yourself using some source. You can use Diesel, PV panels, hydro or
thermal as your source of energy. I decided to use Photo Voltaic (PV) as it was the source that could supply
power at an affordable price. Generating power from a “green” source is a bonus. I need electrical power
to power my pumps, run my hydroponic tunnel and run my refrigeration in the Karoo Aroma factory and
run my household.
The reason for me to switch the grid off was made by the costs of energy supplied by Eskom. Eskom
charge for their electricity R0.96 per kw/h. I generate power and store power at R0.94 per kw/h. Saying
this it would have been foolish for me to purchase power from Eskom if I can generate power at a cheaper
cost. Also my cost does not escalate every year - it is a fixed cost. Reliability is also a big issue. I also have
a big 12kw standby generator to be used if something goes wrong. Basically I need a reliable and cost
effective source of energy.
My storage capacity at the moment consist of a battery bank, the weakest link in the system, till I can
dream up another solution. (Working hard on it)”
Join us on a 4-hour visit to Karoo Aroma, the commercial farm of Deon van Zyl, in the Little Karoo. Deon
manages his home and all the farming activities totally off the grid, making use of solar, wind and other
forms of renewable energy. Deon is an electronics engineer and he will be sharing his trials and successes
in the development and establishment of his alternative energy infrastructure.
Deon and Kokkie cultivate and market a variety of fresh and processed herb products which are on sale at
Golden Harvest, Fruit and Veg City, Van Rensburg and other outlets. In 2011 they received the South
African Produce Award for their sustainable methods used in organic farming. They will treat us to a taste
of their sought-after pesto and some samples of the new products to be launched this year. Products
supplied to the trade will be available at factory prices during this visit to the farm.
Route instructions: Karoo Aroma is situated in the vicinity of
Eagle Falls along the Uniondale road.
The turn-off to the farm is about 3km before reaching the Knoll
turn-off. The distance to the farm is approximately 70 km from
George, 73 km from Oudtshoorn and 40 km from Uniondale.
Look out for the WESSA banner to indicate the turn-off to the
farm. From the main road you will see the house, yellow with
green roof and the battery of solar panels.
Aim to arrive at the farm by 10 am and expect to leave at about 2pm. Where possible, please share lifts
in order to reduce our carbon footprint. An excellent place to meet and leave excess vehicles is the Engen
Garage at the circle in Heather Park.
Remember to bring: A picnic lunch, liquid refreshments and a camping chair etc.

Participation fees: R30 for WESSA members and R50 for non-members. Proceeds go towards funding
WESSA’s Environmental Education Projects.
Book your place by contacting Annemarie: angebhar@telkomsa.net

044 870 0086 or 083 301 3248

WESSA EDUCATION in the Southern Cape
Occasionally there are reports in the local press on what WESSA
Environmental Education is up to. We feel that we have been remiss in not
circulating more information on what Lorraine McGibbon accomplishes on a
wide range of subjects over a wide area and with very different groupings.

These are some of the recent highlights:WESSA Eco Schools
Little Karoo schools are serious about their message of saving
water, recycling and growing their own food.
Kommandantsdrift Primary School won a prize in the Waste to Wealth
competition. No till food gardens were planted earlier in
the year using cardboard boxes, newspapers, manure and grass. At the sound
of the water tank overflowing when the farmer pumps water to the school, all
activities stop and the learners race to ‘bucket patrol’. Water is caught in
buckets and used to water the indigenous plants, trees and the vegetable
beds.

Education input ICC clean-up GR Dam
George High School environmental club (15) and two teachers helped WESSA
to clean up an area of about 3 hectares at the Garden Route Dam during
International Coastal Clean-up. The message is that litter and pollution affect
our water ways and may go in the rivers and then the sea. Although there was
less litter than picked up last year, it was still shocking to see how people
discard plastic containers and beer bottles. Of the 44 kg of litter collected, 43
kg could be recycled. Our thanks to Interwaste who agreed to pick up the
litter.

Arbor Week and WESSA Eco-Schools programme
Kammanassie Primary Schools, funded by Coca Cola Fortune.
Three schools in the Little Karoo improved their green footprint by planting indigenous
trees during National Arbor Week. The thorn trees were planted outside the school
grounds to for safety reasons and to reduce the chance
of balls being popped. They still serve a wonderful
opportunity for outdoor classroom studies about
biodiversity, plant and animal studies. Trees without
thorns were planted for shade and to beautify.

Forthcoming Activities
Friday 24th: U3A

10:00 - 11:00 venue Emmaüs, Memoriam Street.

Mick Furman: “Thomas Bain – The man who changed Knysna forever”
When Thomas Bain arrived in Knysna in 1860, access by road was impossible to the east, north and west
and the only viable access was by sea. Twenty-two years later, Bain had constructed excellent roads in all
three directions. This is a fascinating human story with only a little engineering thrown in.
Contact Sue: 044 877 1180. Fee R10 for non-U3A members

George Open Gardens: 9h00 to 16h00 8 + 9 November 2014.
Town Gardens: on Saturday 8 Nov
This will include the Schnaufers own garden ( No 8 Assegai Street,
Heatherlands, George) which we are converting from sadly
neglected and non-indigenous to Fynbos-indigenous, water-wise
garden. Definitely a case of work-in-progress....
Initially through a minor involvement in the Kos en Fynbos Project, I
was interested in Andrew Mugford's no-dig sustainable veggie
gardening.
That was phase 1 – building a big wooden box for veggies that can
be planted and harvested without bending down – marvellous!
Despite the first seedlings being planted the day before we had a
night frost, everything survived and has been harvested too!
We asked Cara Holm of FC Holm to draw up a landscape plan for the
northern side of the garden and Dannie van Wyk of Eden
Earthworks moved lawn & soil to create berms. He also dug a pond
and placed wonderful rocks on the berms whilst the digger was on
site.
The plants were sourced from Petals – Gerry Botha, well-know grower of glorious proteas
at

the Wild Oats Market and the Plant Sales in George and of course my favourite source – the Nursery run
by the tireless and unageing volunteers at the Garden Route Botanical Garden.
The pond is still a hole in the ground as I write, but Andrew will be using natural materials to seal the
pond and we are curious to see how this will work. Since there is a water problem when heavy rains
come down, the drainage of the newly laid out garden will have a natural flow into the pond and then out
of the garden.
You are all very welcome to visit our garden on 8th November.
Andrew Mugford will be on site to explain Sustainable Farming and vegetable growing.
Graham Godfrey will be on hand with his worm farms so make the most of this assembled knowledge!
A Donation box will be on site at each garden for the benefit of Badisa.
Please support the event with a donation of R10 per garden visited.

Farm Gardens: on Sunday 9 November
Two of the Winners of the Kos en Fynbos competition 2014 are waiting to proudly show their
gardens: Simon Magotha and Michael Crowley, Blanco.
More info on www.gardenroutegardens.co.za
CREW Outramps News

As hugely informative and entertaining as the weekly CREW Outramps are, it is simply too much
for this Newsletter. See the CREW Outramps reports on
http://www.ispot.org.za/forum/6997
or contact Di Turner directly to receive the Reports directly: di@strawberryhill.co.za

Kos en Fynbos challenge for Pacaltsdorp
...and other areas of George Municipality

Although there is already great support for participation in the Competition, the deadlines for
registration have been extended:Pacaltsdorp - to 10 October, with already nearly 150 participants
Blanco - to 31 October with about 50 participants
Touwsranten - to 31 October with over 30 participants registered.
They enjoyed a permaculture course from 15- 19 September. And there are other areas who would also
like to enter the competition!
A major supporter and provider of prizes (water tanks and fittings) last year was the Proefplaas. But the
red pencil has been sharpened and sadly water tanks cannot be promised as prizes, but applications can
be made for some from next year’s budget.
This brings us to a request for sponsors – both commercial and private.
If you would like to support this project with prizes please contact
Chris Godfrey 083 500 3090 chrisgodfrey3@gmail.com
or Dr Zilla North 079 693 3600 zilla@hypernorth.com

Open Gardens 8-9 November;
certain gardens have been identified. Further news of this event to follow.
Interested in aquaponics, please diarise 29 October.
An NMMU student will be giving a presentation at the Saasveld Campusp on Aquaponics.
Things are moving so fast that you simply must keep looking on facebook to see what has happened
recently.... www.facebook.com/kosenfynbos

GARDEN
BOTANICALGARDENS
GARDEN
Garden ROUTE
Route BOTANICAL
To all the WESSA people who helped us during the Spring Plant Sale 3&4
October: those that baked, or gave a donation instead, helped sell at the Tea
Garden, those that sold plants, or bought and supported us, bringing friends
along too: A VERY BIG THANK YOU!
I won't mention names, as I am sure to forget one, but I have to mention Christine. Somehow,
taking the plunge, going totally indigenous in their garden, also gave her the courage to move
into the Boere cuisine. Her boerewors roll "sous" had everybody raving, Apply to her for the
recipe!
Again, just thank you to all that helped the GRBG reach a record amount of just over R50,000, of
which about R30,000 is profit.
Kind regards to all, Marè Collett

NB Ed. - Thanks Malcolm for keeping the fire fired up and the Wors sizzling!

TEA GARDEN / COFFEE SHOP
An invitation for proposals: The Garden Route Botanical Garden Trust is inviting interested and
qualified parties to submit business proposals for developing and operating the licensed Tea
Garden and Coffee Shop of the Garden Route Botanical Garden Trust.
Download the Proposal documentation from our website or email info@botanicalgarden.org.za.
CLOSING DATE: Written proposals will be accepted until 12h00 on 13 October 2014.
We look forward to hearing from you.
For more info contact Kristen @ 044 8741558 or email info@botanicalgarden.org.za
RAPPORT PRESENTS:

ELVIS BLUE LIVE
Come join us in the Garden Route Botanical Garden.
Sunday, 12 October 2014
Gates open at 10h00
Show starts at 13h00 - 17h00
Bring a picnic blanket and basket and enjoy a family day out.
TICKET PRICES:
Bookings Online: R100.00 per person.
At the Gate: R 120.00 per person.
CONTACT DETAILS:
078 665 8241 / info@plankton.mobi

CAR BOOT SALE
1 st November 2014 from 09h00 – 13h00
Have you got loads of unwanted/unused stuff you would like to get rid of?
These are tough times, don’t trash them rather sell them at the car boot sale
at the Botanical Gardens.
The Garden Route Botanical Gardens is planning a good old Car-Boot Sale.
So bring your unwanted/unused items along and sell them or barter them for other items.
R70.00 Per car/stall, anything goes trade or sell.
Please call Kristen on 044 8741558 or email info@botanicalgarden.org.za to book a spot.

Commercials

Judy Dixon is back. This time with her New Moon + Low Spring Tide = Starlight Stroll walk. Judy will take
you on a journey of discovery along the coast - starting at Swartvlei. Discover the periwinkle with an
adrenalin rush, the security-minded limpets, the contortionist seastars…and many more! Bring a torch
that will last for 3 hours and shoes you don’t mind getting wet on this 2km walk and make memories that
will last a lifetime!
MOONLIGHT MEANDER 8 October
STARLIGHT STROLL 23 October
MOONLIGHT MEANDER 5 November
STARLIGHT STROLL 22 November
MOONLIGHT MEANDER 4, 5 6 December
STARLIGHT STROLL 19, 20, 21 December
MOONLIGHT MEANDER 5 & 6 January 2015
All start at 7pm at Swartvlei Beach, last 3 to 4 hours, and cost R80 pp.
Price increases to R100 from November.
Requirements: a torch that lasts for 3 hours, and shoes suitable for walking on the beach and maybe
getting wet!
Bookings are essential, so contact Judy on +27 (0)44 883 1015 or +27 (0)72 390 6667.

Rocket Stove SPECIAL (see leaflet attached)
For the Christmas and Holiday duration, I am offering the Rocket Stove for R 470.00 (current Retail Price
R. 550.00) incl. VAT, packaging, and delivery in and around George. If the destination for delivery would be
further than 50km from George, we would have to use the SA Post which is the most cost effective
transport at present. The Transport cost per Rocket Stove would be R 70.00 national delivery to the
nearest post office, inclusive packaging, insurance, and tracking number.
Be welcome to contact me for further assistance:
Susanne Lauer
Mobile: 079 775 7102
Email: susil@vodamail.co.za

Interesting websites

"UN-EARTHED": SCREENING OF AWARD-WINNING FILM at NMMU.
http://www.un-earthed.com
The whole documentary “Unearthed" is available on the web.
See Youtube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPIEzSwPwT0
While you are on Youtube take a look at the other 20 Fracking Films. Quite scary!

“The Rhino Wars - It’s time to change the rules of engagement”
Guest Writer and MyPlanet Ambassador Braam Malherbe shares his personal opinion,
highlighting how the current rules of engagement disempowers and endangers our rangers.
http://www.myschool.co.za/blog/braam-malherbe/1142-the-rhino-wars-it-s-time-to-changethe-rules-of-engagement
As always, feel free to forward to others. And as always, all errors are entirely mine!
If you wish to unsubscribe – just let me know.
Regards, Christine Ridge-Schnaufer
Honorary Secretary, WESSA Eden Tel: 044-873-4203
wessageorge@isat.co.za
www.wessa.org.za

Fax: 086 646 5458
http://www.facebook.com/wessa.eden

